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Sunlite 87765 LED 11 Inch Slim Saucer
Flushmount Ceiling Light Fixture, 15
Watts (80W Equivalent), 1050 Lumens,
Adjustable 5 CCT 2700K-5000K, 120V,
Dimmable, 50,000 Hour Lifespan,
Brushed Nickel

DESCRIPTION:
The Sunlite Slim Saucer Ceiling Light Fixture is a simple
fixture that combines a classic look with modern features. Its
frosted round diffuser, brushed nickel accents, and versatility;
make it perfect for bathrooms, kitchens, entryways, and
anywhere else around your home. With integrated LED boards
and suitability for damp areas, not only will it save you time
and money; but also provides a strong functional light output.
With its 5 adjustable color-changing technology (2700K-
5000K), never be unhappy with color temperature again. With
all its features, our slim saucer light is the perfect light fixture
for those new renovation projects and more!

FEATURES:
§ CLASSIC DESIGN: The Sunlite Slim Flush Mount Ceiling

Light fixture combines a classic finish and minimal shape,
making for a lovely fixture. The frosted acrylic round
diffuser provides the perfect light distribution, while still
including the brushed nickel mount as a central focus.

§ LOW PROFILE & VERSATILE: Only 11 inches in diameter,
this slim fixture has a low profile with a modern minimalistic
design. Perfect for spaces with little lighting. Awesome with
a low ceiling designed areas as well. For a more creative
look, try mounting this fixture as a wall sconce. Mounting as
a flushed wall sconce would still maintain its elegant look to
spread useful light over surrounding walls and mirrors.
(mounting hardware included)

§ ADJUSTABLE COLOR TEMPERATURE: Test different
color temperatures before installation and never be
dissatisfied with CCT again. This simplistic fixture has
adjustable LED color-changing technology (2700K, 3000K,
3500K, 4000K,5000K), meeting different demands in areas
easily. This could easily be done with a simple switch
inside the fixture. PLEASE NOTE: select the desired color
temperature before completely mounting the fixture.
(instructions included).

§ DAMP LOCATED & POWER EFFICIENT: This flush mount
ceiling light is suitable for damp locations, which is ideal for
areas like kitchens or bathrooms. Since the color
temperature can be easily adjusted; you can meet different
demands in areas that require more coverage lighting like
bedrooms, hallways, guestrooms, and garages. Great for
small spaces like pantries and walk-in closets. This fixture
only draws 15W of power yet emits enough light equivalent
to an 80W incandescent light bulb). Simple but with
amazing brightness due to its Lumen output of 1050!

§ EASY INSTALLATION & LONG SERVICE LIFE: Designed
to be installed with the mounting plate, all it takes is a
simple screwdriver to mount the plate. Twist the brushed
nickel band to mount the diffuser to the plate. (complete the
installation steps will be included). With 50,000 Hours of
service life, this translates to over 10 Years of continuous
service for 8 hours of lighting per day.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

General Characteristics
Average Rated Hours 50000
Finish White
Average Life Span Years 46
Dimmable Yes
Material Steel & Acrylic
Lens Finish white

Electrical Characteristics
Watts 15
Volts 120

Light Characteristics
Lumens Brightness 1050
Color Rendering Index CRI 80
Emitted Color CCT Tunable
Color Temperature Kelvin 27K/30K/35K/40K/50K

Fixture Characteristics
Mounting Surface
Fixture Technology LED
Use Location Indoor

Additional Features
Energy Star Yes
Energy Star Number 2370909

Product Dimensions
Size 11"
MOL (in) 3.3
Diameter (in) 10
Item Dimension (in) (W) 10.4 (H) 3.2 (D) 10.4
Package Dimension (in) (W) 11.5 (H) 3.8 (D) 11.5
Package Weight (lb) 1.36

Product Data
Case Unit Rate 6
Item UPC 653703877655
Warranty Years 3
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